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Edward J. Stolic, class of '48
speaks from experience when he says ...
"With U. S. Steel, my future holds interest,
challenge and reward."
From his graduation in 1948 with a
B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineer-
ing, until November of that year,
Edward Stolic worked as an operat-
ing trainee in the Irvin Works of
United States Steel. Following his
discharge from the Army in 1950,
he returned to work at U.S. Steel. In
just 18 months, Mr. Stolic reached a
management position as Engineer-
Lubrication.
By mid-year 1953, Mr. Stolic was
promoted to Foreman-Instrument
Repair and Sub-Station. In a recent
interview he said: "Opportunities
for rapid advancement are almost
limitless in U.S. Steel." At 27, Mr.
Stolic is supervising a force of 30
men in mechanical and electrical
tests as well as instrument repair and
maintenance of gas generators, corn-
pressors and water purification units.
He feels that, "The engineer finds
many places to apply the knowledge
he garnered in school." The men un-
der Edward Stolic are called on to
trouble shoot in any part of the mill.
This calls for a wide variety of tal-
ents and leads Mr. Stolic to say:
"The steel industry has expanded
greatly, and with it the need for good
men."
If you are interested in a challeng-
ing and rewarding career with United
States Steel, and feel you are quali-
fied, further information is available
from your college placement direc-
tor. Or, we will gladly send you our
informative booklet, "Paths of Op-
portunity." Just write to United
States Steel Corporation, Personnel
Division, Room 1622, 525 William
Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It's a full-hour TV program
presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult
your local newspaper for time and station.
UNITED STATES STEEL
AMERICAN BRIDGE .. AMERICAN STEEL 8 WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE .. COLUMBIA GENEVA STEEL .. CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL .. GERRARD S
TEEL STRAPPING .. NATIONAI TUBE
OIL WELL SUPPLY . TENNESSEE COAL 8 IRON .. UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS .. UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divis
ions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION. PITTSBURGH
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS 
CEMENT COMPANY 6 - 0 '
If you're still on the fence
FOR THE BENEFIT Of the young engineer who ispuzzling over his future — hasn't yet decided
on a job—we'd like to mention some facts about
General Motors.
GM gives young engineers a great chance to follow
their natural bent—because GM makes a wide variety
of products including cars, trucks, Diesel engines,
Prop-Jet aircraft engines, road-building machines,
home appliances, military equipment.
GM gives young engineers an opportunity to work
with small, friendly groups of more experienced men,
in a choice of locations. For GM is decentralized
into 34 manufacturing divisions with 122 plants in
67 U. S. cities.
At GM, the young engineer finds prestige, security,
the support of vast technical resources, including the
research facilities of a multimillion-dollar Technical
Center.
He is encouraged in his professional growth through
training programs, publication of reports, material
incentives, and assignment of additional responsibil-
ities as rapidly as he is able to handle them.
Fact is, the way things are going now, 14r,, of GM
executive posts will be filled by men with engineering
backgrounds.
Think you can take the measure of a job with
the world's largest and most successful industrial
company—dedicated to producing "more and better
things for more people" ?
Then your very next step is a chat with your Place-













Personnel Ste', Detroit 2, Michigan
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A WHIRLPOOL SPIRALS into the inlet of a model pump. This unique picture shows
how air, a common cause of pumping trouble, was carried into the pump in .
The Case of the Baffled Whirlpool
Some time ago, the report reached us that two
Worthington vertical turbine pumps installed by one
of our customers weren't working right. They deliv-
ered plenty of water, but vibrated badly and burned
out bearings.
The customer asked us to find the trouble fast.
After checking we knew the pumps were okay, so
Worthington Research had to answer him.
First thing we did was build a one-tenth scale
model of the customer's installation. The photo
shows what happened when we started pumping.
A whirlpool immediately formed between the water
surface and the pump inlet. Air, trapped in the whirl-




New York City. A lively,
informative display of
product developments
for industry, business and
the home. Park Avenue
and 40th Street.
The solution came with experimentation. A simple
baffle arrangement in a side channel eliminated the
whirlpool—and the trouble-making air.
Chasing the gremlins from pump installations like
this, boosting the efficiency of heat transfer in air
conditioners, developing better seals for pumps and
compressors—these are all in the day's work for
Worthington's busy research engineers. At Worth-
ington, research ranks right alongside engineering,
production, and sales to develop better products for
all industry.
For the complete story of how you can fit into the
Worthington picture, write F. F. Thompson, Mgr.,
Personnel & Training, Worth ii),!ton Corporation,
Harrison, New Jersey. 4.25C





When you're thinking of a good job—think high—think Worthington
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION • COMPRESSORS • CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMEN
T • ENGINES • DEAERATORS • INDUSTRIAL MIXERS
LIQUID METERS • MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION • PUMPS • STEAM CONDENSERS • STE
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41 which will you enterwhen you become an
opened to you ...




OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS for engineering careers
at this magnificent new jet aircraft equipment plant
HAMILTON STANDARD
Make the right choice when you begin to invest your hard-won skill and
knowledge in engineering. Hamilton Standard offers a plant where initiative
and responsibility are encouraged ... where young men are in top manage-
ment posts . . . an engineering staff which has been continuously expanding
for 35 years . . . a plant which has been judged one of the top 10 in the
nation. You don't just fill a position at H-S . . . you commence a career! Some
of Hamilton's present projects include jet fuel controls, jet turbine starters,
hydraulic pumps, air cycle and vapor refrigeration systems, controls and
accessories for nuclear engines, propellers for turbine and piston engines.
GRADUATE PROGRAM ... while at Hamilton Standard you will be encouraged
to take advantage of the company's liberal tuition assistance plan and to
pursue postgraduate studies at nearby Hartford Graduate Center of
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
46414110
Send for "YOU AND YOUR FUTURE"
... a colorful brochure picturing and describing all of the activi-
ties and opportunities at 1-1-S . . . plus information on the
graduate engineering program. Write Mr. T. K. Bye, (key no.)
Bradley Field Road, Windsor Locks, Connecticut.
HAMILTON STA N DA RD A DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION







HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1956
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Poly-









rouR FUTURE—Chemistry and Koppers?
IN an age when most frontiers are
shrinking, there is one that is constant-
ly growing—the frontier of the chemist.
This frontier has been pushed slowly
back ever since the days of the pioneer
Eith and igth Century chemists. Their
theories, proved in laboratories, were
made useful by the mechanical genius
of engineers such as Heinrich Koppers,
designer of the modern chemical recov-
ery coke oven. These early scientists
laid the foundation for the diversified
chemical industry that has grown so
rapidly in the 2oth Century.
And what are the results? An indus-
try that has helped mankind by devel-
oping entirely new and better products
for more pleasant living; an industry
that has extended the life of man by
developing new or improved medicines;
an industry that has extended the
life of many materials, conserving our
natural resources.
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Your future? It's going to be touched
by chemistry to an extent never dreamed
of by earlier college classe fls. That's why
a futu
rerewa 
in the chemical industry can be
such a rding one for those who are
not afraid of the challenge of respo
bility, the new •and the difficult.
In addition to chemicals and plastics,
Koppers produces tar products, metal
products, pressure-treated wood. It de-
signs and builds coke, steel and chem-
ical plants.
If you would like to know more about
a future in chemistry or engineering
with Koppers, contact your College
Placement Director. Or write Industrial
Relations Manager, Koppers Company,
Inc., Koppers Building, Pittsburgh 19,
Pennsylvania.
Consider a Career with Koppers
SEND FOR free 24-page
brochure entitled "Your
Career at Koppers." Just








B-52 jack screw a typical Boeing design challenge
On Boeing B-52 bombers, the hori-
zontal tail surface has more area than the
wing of a standard twin-engine airliner.
Yet it can be moved in flight, up or down,
to trim the aircraft.
The device that performs this function
is a jack screw, which, though it weighs
only 255 pounds, can exert a force of
approximately 225 tons!
Many kinds of engineering skills went
into designing and developing a jack
screw so precise that it automatically com-
pensates for stretch and compression
under load. Civil, electrical, mechanical
and aeronautical engineers, and mathe-
maticians and physicists — all find chal-
lenging work on Boeing design projects
for the B-52 global jet bomber, and for
the 707 jet tanker-transport, the BO-
MARC IM-99 pilotless interceptor, and
aircraft of the future.
Because of Boeing's steady expansion,
there is continuing need for additional
engineers. There are more than twice as
many engineers with the company now
as at the peak of World War II. Because
Boeing is an "engineers' company," and
promotes from within, these men find
unusual opportunities for advancement.
Design engineers at Boeing work with
other topnotch engineers in close-knit
project teams. They obtain broad experi-
ence with outstanding men in many
fields, and have full scope for creative
expression, professional growth and indi-
vidual recognition. And they find satis-
faction in the high engineering integrity
that is a Boeing byword.
In addition to design engineering,
there are openings on other Boeing teams
in research and production. Engineers
like the life in the "just-right" size com-
munities of Seattle and Wichita. They
may pursue advanced studies with com-
pany assistance in tuition and participate
in a most liberal retirement plan. There
may be a place for you at Boeing-Seattle
or Boeing-Wichita.
For further Boeing career information consult your
Placement Office or wr,te to either:
RAYMOND J. B. HOFFMAN, Admin. Engineer
Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas
JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer—Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wad.
117417EZAW
Aviation leadership since 1916





lite New Zaah OmTue Campus
At the end of World War II there were just two buildings on the
Rose campus, the Main Building and Deming Hall. Since that time, three
new buildings have been added: the Field House in 1948, the Student
Center in 1953, and the new dormitory this year. Not one of these im-
provements has been financed by the students in any way. They have been
paid for entirely by gifts from Alumni and friends of the Institute. On
behalf of the present students who have the opportunity of using these
buildings while they are still new, we of the Technic say, "thank you"
to the many donors.
Since these buildings were made possible through gifts from others,
it is most important that we should show our appreciation to them by our
thoughtful and considerate use of these new facilities. The help which
Rose, as a private school, is given in the future may in some measure be
determined by the attitude which we take toward these generous gifts.
Let us all strive to keep our buildings, as well as the whole campus, as
clean and attractive as possible. If we cooperate in assuming our responsi-
bility as Rose men, students now in school and future Rose men will reap
the benefits which come from improved facilities and pleasant surround-
ings in which to obtain an engineering education.
THE FRONTISPIECE shows the delicate operation of refueling while in flight. Cut courtesy of General Electric Compan.
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MANHATTAN ISLAND'S
NEW GIANT
From a Report by John L. Bloxsome, Jr., jr., e.e.
INTRODUCTION
The new forty-five story Socony-
Mobil Building which is being con-
structed in New York City is re-
ceiving more attention than any
structure erected on Manhattan
Island since the Empire State and
the Chrysler buildings. The valuable
building covers 84,000 square feet
of Manhattan Island, being bounded
by 42nd and 41st streets on the
north and south, and Lexington and
Third Avenues on the west and east.
"The block-square plot lies literally
in the shadows of the Chanin and
the Chrysler buildings, is just across
the street from the Commodore Ho-
tel and half a block from the Grand
Central Station, is three blocks from
Fifth Avenue on one side and the
United Nations headquarters on the
other, and is in the mid-town, comIIii-
mercial heart of New York City.
This two-acre plot is probably the
largest single piece of privately
owned real estate in Manhattan and
is considered by most experts to be
one of the world's most valuable
pieces of urban real estate. The
market value of the land is any-
body's guess because it is not for
sale. However, the land taxes are
approximately $250,000 a year. Some
indication of the land value might
be gathered from the fact that a
100-by-125-foot corner slice occupied
for many years by a restaurant was
purchased in 1948 for $1,000,000. At
this price the entire plot would be
worth $6,720,000.
The owner of this desirable block
is the estate of Robert Walton Goe-
let. It is controlled by a cautious
group of trustees who for several
years have protected it from deals,
ideas, and schemes of New York
Page 10
realty operators. It was, however,
one of these operators, Peter Ruffin,
who finally got in on the ground
floor. In 194g, after a quarter of a
century in the realty business,
Ruffin joined forces with John Gal-
breath, a millionaire builder, real
estate operator, and sportsman and
the two formed the Galbreath Cor-
poration. It was the sole aim of this
organization th develop teS•
estate's midtown block. After a few
years of business and financial trans-
actions and after the Equitable Life
Assurance Society had agreed to buy
$35,000,000 worth of Galbreath Cor-
poration bonds and The National
City Bank had granted the project
a loan of an addonal $5,000,000, the
excavation for the Socony-Mobil
building was begun on March 30,
1954.
The new building was so named
because the principal tenant, the
The Socony Mobil Building
Socony Mobil Oil Company, will oc-
cupy twenty-four floors. This past
year it has been greatly publed
anS rightly so, because it has many
unusual features.
"For (this) Socony Mobil job,
Liberty Mutual calculated there
would be a total of 1,500 accidents
in the first year. A concerted safety
drive kept the actual figure down
to 449, of which only 115 were seri-
ous enough to be reported to the
state compensation board. Just one
man was killed when a truck backed
up on him while he was working
I n the foundation."
In the following part of this report
these unusual features and interest-




"In the early days of the century,
newspapers made a niNine-day alarm
out of the weight of skyscrapers. It
was feared they might sink New
York City into the sea." But with
structures such as the Socony Mobil
Building, skyscrapers are actually
making the city lighter. This building
will only weigh 177,500 tons when
finished as compared to the 300,000
tons of earth and rock which had
tI be carted away to expose the
bedrock on which it n OW rests.
The 420-by 200-foot hole, which
was dug by the Slattery Contract-
ing Company, WaS mostly hewed out
Sf solid rock to a depth of forty-two
feet below the street level. This was
a real feat for the Wasting crews
since the hole was surrounded by
fIIr traffic-choked streets and bor-
dered by narrow sidewalks carrying
hundreds of thousands of pedestri-
ans a day. Mso, it was faced on two
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sides by the many-windowed Chan-
in and Chrysler buildings and on
the other sides by the Third Avenue
Elevated and a subway entrance.
Although more than twelve tons of
dynamite were used before the ex-
cavation was finished, not one of
the several thousand windows that
face the job were broken. Many
cases of personal and property dam-
ages were reported but only two of
these were found to be valid claims
—the door of a shoe store across the
street jammed and a druggist a block
away lost a bottle of medicine which
fell from a shelf.
All the blasting, digging, and haul-
ing took about five months. During
the time that earth was being moved
out at the greatest speed, a filled
twelve-ton truck was leaving the
hole every three minutes during the
working day. When the excavation
was nearly complete, H-beams were
driven down at eight-foot intervals
from the street level. When heavy
planking was placed horizontally
between these beams, two jobs were
completed: (1) the sides of the hole
were braced against any tendency
toward slippage, and (2) one side
of the forms into which the cement
foundation walls were poured was
completed. After these foundation
walls, the concrete floor, and 188
piers or columns which support the
building, were put in place; the steel
construction of the skyscraper be-
gan.
The Building's Structure
The building was put up in bays.
A bay is outlined by four vertical
columns standing about twenty feet
apart with girders and beams rest-
ing horizontally across these columns.
When all the structural work was
finished, 21,000 tons of steel had been
put in place. Besides this steel con-
struction the floors were made up of
Gritcrete arches and beam fireproof-
ing. "Gritcrete is lightweight con-
crete with an aluminum powder ad-
mixture. This reduces weight by
about one third.
"Until about 1853, conventional
buildings were of the wall-bearing
type,—masonry walls acted as sup-
ports and therefore had to be strong
enough and thick enough to hold up
floors, roof, equipment, and people.'
In this year James Bogardus obtain-
ed a patent for erecting a building
around an inner skeleton of cast iron
columns. With this new advent, pos-
sible building heights became un-
limited. The walls of this type of
construction were called "curtain
walls" because some masonry was
hung like a "skin" on the outside.
While the walls of the Socony Mobil
Building are somewhat like these,
the steel is on the outside and is
backed by some masonry. This
masonry is mainly in place for in-
sulation to satisfy New York City's
outdated fire codes.
The Unusual Exterior
It was originally planned that the
exterior of the building should be
made of brick. However, it was
finally decided that twenty-gage
type 302 stainless steel would be
beter. This stainless steel was used
solely above the fourth floor„ while
colored structural glass and stainless
were combined on the first four sto-
ries. After trying some 500-odd
different embossed patterns, the
architects and The Commercial
Shearing & Stamping Company, met-
al fabricators for this job, decided up-
on a bold repousse of triangular
characters as the final design. "Also,
all the corner radii were kept as
sharp as possible so that the ridge
of each triangle would be very clear-
ly defined. Most metallurgists be-
lieve that stainless steel is the only
metal, economically speaking, that
could withstand the terrific stretch-
ing that must be endured during the
forming operation.
If a building is constructed from
brick and stone, it needs constant
attention because water seeps into
the mortar, and frost then cracks
and weakens it. Most commercial
buildings keep a year-round crew
that does nothing but maintain the
structure's exterior. This will not
be necessary with this new stainless
steel sheathed building. This new
building will remain as designed as
the years go by. This is true for two
reasons: (1) stainless steel is a cor-
rosion-resistant material which does
not discolor with age, and (2) the
pattern is such that rain water will
wash away a good share of the dirt
that would normally accumulate.
Since stainless steel weighs only
two pounds per square foot while
brick weighs forty-eight pounds per
square foot, stainless has two other
distinct advantages. It helps lighten
the building and speeds erection
time.
The 3,200 windows of this build-
ing were made by the Truscon Steel
Division of Republic Steel Corpora-
tion from the same type and gage
of stainless steel as the building's
exterior. These new windows will
rotate a full 360 degrees on pivots
located at the center of the top and
bottom frames. Recently, they were
tested at the University of Miami's
Housing Research Bureau. There
they were subjected to the Hurri-
cane Test which consisted of a con-
tinuous 100-mile per hour blast of
wind and water hurled at close
range by a 1,200 horsepower engine.
"Even at hurricane gust velocities
of up to 145 miles per hour, and a
thirty-gallon-per-minute deluge of
water equal to a four-inch rainfall,
not a drop of moisture penetrated.
Air infiltration was also negligible."
Besides these favorable points, it is
estimated that the annual cleaning
costs per window will be cut from
$9.00 to $4.50, and because of the
window's tight fit, $3.54 will be sav-
ed per window per year due to the
decrease in heat loss.
The Air Conditioning
System
The ventilation system of the So-
cony Mobil Building is one of the
finest and most economical in the
world. The air-conditioning system
has nearly a 4,000-ton capacity. To
keep a maximum amount of valu-
able floor space rentable, most of
the heavy equipment is strategically
located in three main areas: in the
sub-basement, at the eighth floor,
and in the penthouse. Situated in
the sub-basement and the penthouse
are the steam-turbine-driven re-
frigeration machines, the condensing
water pumps, and the chilled water




By The Spring Tau Beta Pi Pledge Class
To show appreciation in recogni-
tion of the founder of Rose Poly-
technic Institute, it is the task of the
Tau Beta Pi pledge class to install
the Chauncey Rose Memorial Plaza
monument on the Rose Campus. The
site selected for the monument is an
island in the center of the larger of
the campus lakes, and the installa-
tion merely requires designing and
building a permanent foundation and
moving the monument from its pres-
ent location to this new site.
The guests filtered one by one in-
to the dimly-lit entrance way of the
underground block-house. Their des-
tination was checked and verified by
the muscle boys at the door. They
were led blind-folded to the sub-
basement assembly room. The City
Park Commission, Mayor Tucker
and his Gleem tooth paste, and the
City Council cowered before the Tau
Beta Pi pledges. Everyone was
anxiously awaiting the arrival of the
most important guest . . . Olaf, chief
mongrel of the the Animal Protect-
ive League. After his tardy arrival,
which Olaf blamed on a violent
escapade of treeing a cat, the Tau
Beta Pi's presented their argument.
This was the plan: Move the
Chauncey Rose Memorial Plaza
from the banks of the Wabash to a
specially constructed island in the
center of the large lake on the Rose
Campus.
It was our job to convince those
assembled of the necessity of this
project. Following are a few quotes
from the text of the impressive argu-
ment presented by us, " . . . humani-
torian development. . . exceptionally
fine city government . . . the peoples'
will . . . intelligent decision . . . and
the Peoples' Army . . ."OnlyOlaf
remained unconvinced by our stir-
ring presentation. He seemed to
think that moving of the eight large
pillars of the memorial would inter-
fere with the private lives of many
of the dogs on the west side. In
order to pacify him, we had to agree
to erect ten small poles of similar
diameter with automatic leg hoist-
ers.
Our largest legal obstacle now sur-
mounted, we now proceeded to con-
tact the National Civil Authorities
and the Civilian Air Patrol. How-
ever, the Civil Aeronautics Admini-
stration tried to side-track us, but
after much research, they found that
no pilot's license was required for
flying plazas.
After convincing Bursar Moench
that it wouldn't cost him anything,
he said "Bring her in."
To begin the transportation of the
Chauncey Rose Memorial Plaza from
Fairbanks Park on Dresser Drive to
Lili Pad Island in the large lake on
the Rose Polytechnic Institute Cam-
pus, 557 feet of no. 48 mesh chicken
wire was fastened to the perimeter
of the monument with scotch tape.
This wire was an integral part of
the Micro Static Illumofiux Gravity
Filter similar to the one designed
and built by the Mechanical Engi-
neering Department of Rose and
put to practical use by the 1956 Tau
Beta Pi pledge class. A gravity filter
is a device that controls the gravita-
tional force within the area enclosed
by the wire. By the use of a regula-
tory diaphram, the gravitational
force was regulated and reduced to
zero to begin the operation.
Since the weight of the plaza was
now zero or in a state of nowhere,
the ten pledges were able to lift the
monument from the ground. They
proceeded to violently shake the
monument thus removing all adher-
ing particles of dirt. To prevent the
accumulation of more dirt, it was
gently lowered by use of the regu-
latory diaphram until it rested upon
three spherical, inflated neoprene ob-
jects.
At punt minus 2 hour, the Tau
Beta Pi crew manned their respect-
ive stations; one regulatory dia-
phram control technician who con-
trolled the elevation, one navigator,
one radio operator using a Dick
Tracy radio in contact with the con-
trol tower at Hulman Field, three
power engineers each equipped with
four balloons to control the hori-
zontal displacement, one conductor
to collect tickets and to maintain
order during flight, and two pigeon
swatters perched on the eagles at
the top of the monument equipped
with 95 foot poles. The tenth and
final man was used to give the plaza
its initial vertical acceleration. The
crew was adequately attired in black
denim trousers and tricycle booties
in keeping with the eagle on the
back of the memorial.
Since an event like this happens
only once in a lifetime, we decided
to take along passengers. This was
met with approval with the citizens
of Terre Haute for it enabled them
to see their "beautiful" city at night
from above and also view the un-
robing of the Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute gravity filter called the Micro
Static Illumoflux. Since the gravity
filter made classification by weight
useless, fares were arrived at by the
square feet of space taken up by
each passenger. Children under
twelve who occupied one square foot
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were 50 cents each, normal adults
who took up a square feet of space
were 75 cents each, and fat adults
who took up 3 square feet of space
were one dollar each. Besides these
second class billings, we also had
first class and tourist class. First
class was a flat $1.50 per person and
had the luxury of having the arch
over their heads in case of rain.
Tourist class was for the daring teen-
agers and was 25 cents per person.
Here the passengers rode above the
plaza and held on to a piece of string.
Cokes and popcorn were also sold on
the long trip to help defray expenses.
Since there was no gravity, people
were fastened to the deck by a 6 inch
piece of tape. To get away from the
tax problem, fares were charged
while in the air after we had left
the earth.
To control the delicate operation
of landing the Plaza, the Dick Tracy
radio was turned over to Jimmy
"the janitor" who relayed the sci-
entific data to the ground crew.
Another device to raise money
was the charging of fares for the
transportation by boat from the
island to the shore. Since the water
was still chilly, everybody decided
to pay the 10 cents each instead of
swimming. To power the boat a sec-
ond hand motor was bought then
later sold at a slight loss. Several
of the good looking young ladies
(there actually are a few in Terre
Haute) talked some of the pledges
into riding for free and thereby re-
ducing the profits.
Since the gravity filter is already
connected to the memorial, no foun-
dation was necessary. In order to
afford an additional amount of sta-
bility four 2x4's were driven into the
bottom of the lake to a depth of at
least one-third their length and se-
cured to the memorial — one at
each corner. To meet the specifica-
tions of not marring the monument,
the 2x4's were secured to the memo-
rial with the scotch tape removed
from the leaving passengers. To
keep the memorial from being de-
faced by vandals, man-eating plants
were strategically placed about the
memorial. These also added beauty
to it. It was the opinion of the pledge
class that an ideal ratio of 4 female
to 1 male-eating plants would sus-
tain their evistence. From extensive
investigation it was found that these
plants could be picked from a growth
in French Equitorial Africa. The fe-
male plants were obtained at no
charge, but native labor was hired
to gather the more ferocious man-
eating plants. In order to beautify
an area 15 feet wide around the
plaza water lilies were also planted
on 6 inch centers.
To further help raise money for
this project, another ingenious
scheme was devised — a burlesque
show held on March 20 at the former
site of the memorial along the river.
Entertainers were provided by Ma-
dam Rose free of charge to show her
civic spirit in the town of Terre
Haute for such a well deserving
project. This event was long looked
forward to by the students of Rose
and received one hundred per cent





light  $ 2.10
entertainers 0.00
RIDE TO NEW SIGHT
string to hold tourist
class above plaza
500 passengers x 15 ft.
-- 7500 ft.
7500 ft. x 100/100 ft___$ 7.50
scotch tape to hold first
and second class to deck




100 ft.  
x $.59 per






BOAT RIDE TO SHORE
outboard motor $ 75.00
25 gal. gasoline $ 6.40
Total $ 81.40
BUILDING OF ISLAND
4 . . . 2"x4"x20' $ 14.21
2 male man eating plants $ 428.30
8 female man eating
plants $ 0.00
Transportation of plants
from Bango Bango $1318.21
1732 water lilies x $.10 $ 173.20
Total $1933.92
(Continued on Page 30)
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Controversial Corner
on Humanities in Engineering
An article with the above title
appeared in last month's issue. Be-
cause that article attacks both direct-
ly an indirectly the role of the hu-
manities courses in the engineering
curriculum, a rebuttal seems called
for.
The article gets under way by ask-
ing, "How can we find the time to
teach the ever expanding list of
courses that really are of a very
fundamental nature?" It then pro-
ceeds to argue that success not only
in engineering but in administrative
positions results almost exclusively
from a man's engineering courses.
The next opinion advanced is that
there should be more concern about
adding new courses covering recent
developments in engineering and less
concern about "maintaining a status
quo on liberal studies." The article's
drift thus becomes quite clear: the
humanities courses are excess bag-
gage. Of course, one must read the
entire article itself to get a complete
picture, but the above review of it
would seem to describe adequately
its main point. This main point is
certainly one that demands a sober
and responsible reply. The following
paragraphs will try to give one.
One could start this discussion by
seriously doubting the article's
premise (implicit in its opening ques-
tion and presented more explicitly
thereafter) that courses "of a very
fundamental nature" are not to be
found among the humanities. Funda-
mental for what? If the problem is
one dealing with pressures or volts
or molecules, perhaps yes. But if,
instead, the problem happens to be
that of reading and comprehending
ideas — which is at this very in-
stant the obstacle confronting you
the reader — then one must find
By Professor D. K. Anderson
the necessary fundamentals not in
engineering courses, which deal more
with numbers than with words, but
in a humanities course where one
learns "the habits and disciplines"
(if one may be permitted the expres-
sion) of effective communication. As
pointed out in an anthology essay
currently read by Rose freshmen,
a "reading machine" which flawless-
ly transfers printed material from
one piece of paper to another is
nevertheless fundamentally inade-
quate as a "reader," for it fails to
impart any knowledge to a human
brain.
While on the pertinent topic of
reading for comprehension, it should
be pointed out that another helpful
fundamental studied in the freshman
humanities course is the analysis of
slanting. For the past three years,
each freshman class has spent about
one month in spotting and discussing
the use of "loaded" words in ad-
vertisements, news stories, and edi-
torials. This work is assigned from
a conviction that unless a person
reads with perception he will surely
be incapable of evaluating properly
the various pressures and propa-
ganda aimed at him from all direc-
tions in this confusing twentieth-
century world; it also is assigned be-
cause of the belief that engineering
courses necessarily are restricted to
more objective, less variable and
hence, in one quite valid sense, less
complex problems.
Since, then, a considerable portion
of the readers of these remarks has
already had practice in analyzing
slanted writing, it seems appropri-
ate to cite several outstanding ex-
amples of the many to be found in
the article in question, especially the
use of inference and connotation.
Inference occurs when a writer
encourages a reader to jump to a
conclusion even though sufficient
evidence has not been given. For
example, one might infer that a
crowd was unruly by saying, "No
riots occurred. Fifty policemen were
present." Here no direct accusation
has been made, but the direction of
the push on the reader is obvious.
This sort of slanting appears through-
out the article under discussion. A
noteworthy instance is its remarks
on the percent of the curriculum
hours allotted to the humanities: at
one point it criticizes "maintaining
a status quo in liberal studies" and
at another agrees with a business-
man who opposes adding any hu-
manities courses. The inference en-
couraged here is that the humanities
are stubbornly holding on to what
they have and even are likely to
grab more if not closely watched.
This inference seems unjustified,
however, in view of the fact that
here at Rose, both in the last several
years as Well as over the last thirty,
the percentage of hours given to the
humanities out of the total number
required for a degree has gradually
decreased.
Another example of inference ap-
pears in the article's use of the
phrase "Humanities are caught not
taught." Here the implication is that
humanities can be obtained by means
of osmosis or perhaps deep inhaling,
and the article also suggests that,
in lieu of humanities courses, hu-
manities should be offered inciden-
tally by "we engineering instruct-
ors." True, one might digress a mo-
ment from r.p.m.'s for a brief whirl
on the Industrial Revolution, but
this approach to history, though de-
(Continued on Page 28)
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A Campus-to-Career Case History
"One open door after another"
"When I joined the telephone company," says
Walter D. Walker, B.E.E., University of Minnesota,
'51, "I felt I could go in any direction. And that's
the way it has been.
"For the first six months I was given on-the-job
training in the fundamentals of the telephone busi-
ness—how lines are put up and equipment installed.
Learning those fundamentals has paid off for me.
"Then I had the opportunity to go to the Bell
Laboratories in New Jersey. I worked on memory
crystals — ferro-electric crystals—for use in digital
computers. I learned how important research is
to the telephone business.
"After two years I came back to Minnesota, to
St. Cloud, to work in the District Plant Engineer's
Office. There I made field studies of proposed con-
struction projects and drew up plans to guide the
construction crews. This combination of inside
and outside work gave me invaluable experience.
"In July, 1955, I came to Minneapolis as an
Engineer in the Exchange Plant Extension Engi-
neer's Office. We do forecasting—not of the weather,
but of future service needs. Using estimates of
growth and economic studies, we make our plans
for the years ahead. We figure out where and when
new facilities will be needed to meet future growth.
"All this has been preparing me for a real future.
You see, the telephone company is expanding by
leaps and bounds. That's why it offers a young
man so many open doors."
Wally Walker's career is with Northwestern Bell Telephone
Company. Many interesting career opportunities exist in other
Bell Telephone Companies, Bell Telephone Laboratories, West-
ern Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer






This month proved to be an ac-
tive one for the men of Kappa. The
activities started with the annual
Military Ball which everyone en-
joyed very much. On the following
week, a delegation of brothers took
a trip to Bloomington for the Annual
Theta Xi Regional Conference with
Indiana University and Michigan
University. Ted Solmundson and Bill
Waggener gave a talk on "Parent
and Alumni Phases of Public Rela-
tions."
On April 28, the Indiana Section
of Theta Xi Fraternity held the 6294
celebration at the Warren Hotel in
Indianapolis. Again it was Indiana
University and Purdue University
that joined us in the festivities. An
excellent time was had by all.
Looking into next month we plan
to have the Bowery Ball which is
dedicated to the new initiates. Kap-
pa's initiation will take place on the
weekend of May 12. On May 5th,
Theta Xi joined forces with Sigma
Nu, Alpha Tau Omega, and Lambda
Chi Alpha for a help day.
Congratulations are in order for
Gene Mrava who became pinned to
Miss Patty Ann Monninger on April
6th and Ernie Boodt who pinned
Miss lone Benham.
Flash! Gene Mrava has been elect-
ed President and Bob Stearley has




Fourth in a row! Saturday night,
April 21, the singing Taus walked
off with the inter-fraternity song
trophy again. The many hours spent
during our lunch periods and after
fraternity meetings certainly seem
well worth the time that was spent
and the effort expended. Congratu-
lations are in order for Tom Reed,
Frank Eppert, and Jack Hunt. These
are the brothers who had much to
do with our winning of this song
plaque. They spent a lot of time in
rewriting and arranging the music
before we ever sang that first note.
Thanks again for all your time and
effort, fellows. A celebration and
hanging of the new plaque next to
the one we retired last year was
held after the dance. The celebra-
tion was a huge success. Our thanks
go also to Mr. Tinker who was our
Theta Xi Field Hockey Team
chaperone.
Congratulations to Max White,
who was recently pledged. Glad to
have you with us Max.
ANOTHER FIRST on campus for
Alpha Tau Omega — Faculty din-
ners. Although the idea is not new,
it has never been done here on the
Rose Campus. This new program of
Faculty dinners was recently in-
augurated to improve our relations
with the Faculty. By inviting the
Faculty to dinner, we hope to get
to know them better as well as have
them know us better. It also gives
us a chance to show them our fra-
ternity house, what we eat, and most
important, what we do for the com-
munity in the way of service. Our
first guests were Professors Baugh-
man and Barnett. We certainly
thank them for helping us on our
new program. We hope they had as
nice a time as we had.
By the way, pledges, how was
your short stay at Greencastle?
Look out! Cupid's really putting
the arows to the brothers. John
Kassebaum and Janet Pryor, Art
Masters and Janet Rhoads have an-
nounced their engagements. Walt
McIndoo and Shirley Genung, Ron
Vahle and Kathy Huber have set
their wedding dates for June 10th.
Best of Luck to everyone on his
finals.
Tom Reese
Almost forgot about Carter Smith
and his wedding.
Sigma Nu
April has proven to be a busy
month socially for Beta Upsilon. We
played host to Lambda Chi Alpha
at a house party after the I-F Dance.
A good time was had by both fra-
ternities. We also had a house party
before the Military Ball. The mem-
bers of the chapter wish to express
(Concluded on Page 32)
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"A. new era is beginning...
"As I review the progress in aeronautics within so short a span, and marvel
at the complex aircraft of today, I call it an achievement little short of miraculous.
"Today, electronically-guided planes take off and land without human touch.
Lethal sky missiles seek and destroy invisible targets with uncanny precision. And still other
fantastic achievements in both man-controlled and pilotless flight are now in the offing.
"When men go to the moon and planets, electronically-controlled skycraft will take them
there. Aviation maps will be studded with stars as well as with cities. New developments
in aeronautics will go on and on. Success opportunities and careers will continue to develop
for ambitious young men in this exciting field where a new era is beginning:'*
LEE De FOREST
Appropriately qualified to speak for aeronautics and
other fields in which his own scientific achievements
play an important part, Dr. Lee de Forest gives help-
ful counsel to young graduates headed for successful,
rewarding careers.
His expression, "a new era is beginning' has parti-
cular significance at Northrop, world leader in the
design, development and production of all-weather
and pilotless aircraft.
At Northrop, permanent positions are available that
offer full play for individual talent and ambition. Here
the graduate engineer will find interesting assign-
ments for which he is best fitted. Surroundings are
attractive, co-workers congenial, opportunities for
advancement unceasing, the compensation good.
For detailed information regarding specific openings
in your field of specialization, write Manager of Engi-
neering Industrial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc.,
1001 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California.
NORTHROP
Pioneers in All Weather and Pilotless Flight
*A statement by
Dr. Lee de Forest,
pioneer in, radio.
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By Carson W. Bennett and Nina J. Mahaffey
LIBRARY NOTES
FROM THE NEW BOOK SHELF
A Secret Understanding, by Merle
Miller (a novel of suspense)
When Colonel Brock MacDonald,
the jet ace who had become a
national hero, was discharged from
the Air Force, he was under a cloud;
some said he was a traitor — and
worse. The colonel rented a house
in the rolling hills of Putnam County,
New York; the house belonged to
Eulalie Tilyou, the Lost Generation
novelist who hadn't been heard from
since she stopped writing about
bathtub gin and started drinking it.
The house was also just up the road
from Alicia Beard's place; Miss
Beard was the heiress whose fortune
had supported so many worthy
causes, and her permanent house
guest was a man with an odd ac-
cent.
Then the colonel disappeared.
Where? And how and why? Ward
Matthews, a magazine writer who
had been in the OSS during World
War II but who now had a small
paunch, an azalea garden, and a
family in Connecticut, was assigned
to find out. The Defense Department
wouldn't help him; J. told him to
watch his step; and there was a
warning from a man with a limp
who had survived Buchenwald and
who knew too much about courage
and too little about fear.
Merle Miller has brought to his
first•novel of suspense — of which
he says, "This is a story that couldn't
I- told in any other form"
same acute understanding of con-
temporary American life, the same
sharp eye for telling detail, the same
compassion, and the same compelling
narrative power that have made his
more serious novels so widely read
and greatly admired.
Cash McCall, by Cameron Oawley
This newest Cameron Hawley
novel has the same qualities that
put Executive Suite on the best
seller lists and moti (5) 1 picture
screens all over the country  riI— a
gripping story, immensely readable,
sharply revealing, warmly human.
There is a high drama in the world
of business, and Cameron Hawley
stands almost alone in his ability to
bring it to life with an authenticity
that makes every reader an on-the-
spot participant. Even those with no
prior interest in business affairs find
themselves fascinated as they are
taken behind the scenes. No other
novelist so successfully opens the
doors marked "Private," or so un-
derstandingly and sympathetically
portrays the lives and loves of those
who work behind them .
But this is more than a novel
about business and the associated
worlds of law and finance. It is no
less a poignant love story, a discern-
ing excursion into the hearts and
minds of business wives. It is as
much a woman's book as a man's
book, broad in scope, rich in human
detail, full of suspense, and endless-
ly interesting.
Above all else, however, here is
a shrewd and penetrating commen-
tary on the morals and motives of
our times, the standards by which
men and women now guide their
lives. Few will read this book with-
• 1facing questions focused upon
themselves.
Boon Island, by Kenneth Roberts
Boon Island today is a hump-
backed boulder-strewn ledge that
would be hardly perceptible to those
who live along the seacoast of
southern Maine if it wern't for the
tall lighthouse that rises from it. That
tall tower by day and the bright
beam shining from it at night are
ble from Cape Porpoise to Ports-
mouth, a warning to coastwise ship-
ping to keep far off. But in the winter
of 1710, when the ship Nottingham
wallowed down the Maine coast in
a howling northeaster, 135 days out
of Greenwich, there was no light-
house on Boon Island. There was
nothing 'but the rock and the sea-
weed, and off shore, raising their
heads in curiosity above the crests
of the roaring breakers, a few seals.
By the incarnate demon of ill for-
tune the Nottingham struck that
rock, in the snow and the dark and
the freezing cold, and the resulting
story stands alone as an unrivaled
drama of the sea and of man's re-
fusal to succumb to disaster, even
when deprived of food, of fire, o
tools, of everything but a few scat-
tered pieces of driftwood, sails and
cordage.
No novelist knows the Maine coast,
in winter and summer, as does Ken-
neth Roberts. Only a great writer
could take the reader from the gaiety
and charm of eighteenth-century
England that fill the opening scenes
to the crashing climax of the ship-
wreck and the succeeding climaxes
of agony, hope, despair, bravery,
horror and heartbreaking labor that
follow. The writing is as lean and
solid as the ledges of Boon Island;
as powerful as the breakers that
pound endlessly against them.
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0
Another page for YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK
•
How to get longer
roller and belt life
in a conveyor system
Engineers had to find a way to reduce costly friction
and wear on rollers and idlers in designing this big
conveyor system. It handles up to 3,300 tons of ore
per hour on each of two 54" belts traveling at more
than 500 feet per minute. Their solution: Mounting
the idlers on Timken tapered roller bearings.
Result: reduced friction, less sliding and scuffing




All lines drawn coincident with the working surfaces
of the rollers and races of Timken bearings meet at
a common point on the bearing axis. This means
Timken bearings are designed by geometrical law
to have true rolling motion. And they're manufac-
tured with great accuracy to live up to their design.
Result: Timken bearings practically eliminate fric-
tion, give longer bearing life, keep conveyors roll-
ing smoothly.
Want to learn more about bearings
or job opportunities?
Many of the engineering prob-
lems you'll face after graduation
will involve bearing applications.
For help in learning more about
bearings, write for the 270-page
General Information Manual on
0 TIMKEN
TRADE-MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
Timken bearings. And for infor-
mation about the excellent job
opportunities at the Timken Com-
pany, write for a copy of "This
Is Timken". The Timken Roller
Bearing Company, Canton 6, 0.
NOT JUST A BALL (Th NOT JUST A ROLLER 07) THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER c"-
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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The J-57, in the 10,000-pound thrust class, is the most powerful turbojet engine now in production. A new generation of U.S. air
power has been designed around this mighty new Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engine.
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North American's F-100 Super Sabre, fastest Air Force jet fighter,
is powered by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's J-57 engine.
The Douglas F4D Skyray, fastest Navy jet fighter, will be pow-
ered with the big J-57 engine.
First all-jet heavy U. S. Air Force bombers are the huge Boeing
B-52s, powered by eight J-57s mounted in pairs.
The Douglas A3D, the Navy's most powerful carrier-based
attack airplane, has two J-57 engines.
Blazing the Way for a New
Generation of Air Power
The most powerful turbojet engine in production is
blazing the way for a whole new generation of
American aircraft.
That engine is Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's J-57,
the first turbojet to achieve an official rating in the
10,000-pound thrust class.
But the J-57 provides far more than extreme high
thrust. Its unique Pratt & Whitney Aircraft design,
achieved after years of intensive research and engi-
neering, offers as well the low specific fuel consump-
tion so vital to jet-powered bombers and future
transports, plus the additional important factor of
fast acceleration.
The importance of the J-57 in America's air power
program is clearly shown by the fact that it is the
power plant for three of the new "century series"
fighters for the U. S. Air Force—North American's
F-100, McDonnell's F-101 and Convair's F-102—
as well as Boeing's B-52 heavy bomber. The Navy,
too, has chosen the J-57 for its most powerful attack
aircraft, the Douglas A3D, the Douglas F4D fighter
and for the Chance Vought F8U day fighter. And
the J-57 will power the Boeing 707 jet transport.
The J-57 is fully justifying the long years and
intensive effort required for its development, pro-
viding pace-setting performance for a new genera-
tion of American aircraft.
Engineering graduates who can see the challenge in this new generation, might wellconsider a career with the world's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFTDIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION




By J. Fred Oswalt, fr., and Dan Mook, fr.
LOCKER RUMORS
Track
With the season nearly half com-
pleted, Coach Phil Brown's track
team has proved to be a keen power
in the Prairie Conference. The ag-
gregation, composed of mostly under-
classmen, has shown amazing
strength in both field and track
events. Major threats to opponents
are: the mile relay team consisting
of Ned Kurtz, Max White, Tom
Clark, and Larry Logue; high-jump-
er, Larry Dickson; pole-vaulter, Bob
Mewhinney, Mike Munro in the
discus throw, Bob Crisp, a two miler,
and Ned Kurtz, dash man and broad-
jumper.
To date the track record is 2-2,
with a win over Franklin and a vic-
tory in a triangular meet with Vin-
cennes and McKendree. Losses were
to Indiana Central and Principia.
Rose placed third in the Rose Re-
lays with 49 points. The all-import-
ant Conference Meet will be held
May 19th at the Rose field.
Baseball
After getting a rather late start,
the baseball season has been passing
rapidly. Coach Jim Carr has found
many promising new athletes on the
squad, among whom are Carl Hera-
kovich, Bob Kennelly, and Bob Man-
ning. These men, along with Bill
Bock, Gene Blastic, Bill Patton, Don
Simpson, and veterans Owen March,
Dick Hirst, and Captain Al Merrelli
compose the mainstay of the Rose
team. So far the team has a 2-6 rec-
ord with wins over Marian and
Huntington Colleges.
SPRING TAKES IT'S TOLL
Spring has come to the Rose cam-
pus, and the students are taking
advantage of the fine weather. The
campus has become a small airport
for model aircraft. The tennis courts
are always occupied by the Jack
Kramers that "just need a little
more practice." Golf has rejuvinated
too. Tom Steproe has been seen
taking ten pound divits on the front
campus. It seems that a new super-
highway is going to cross our cam-
pus. It will be one of the many pro-
jects of the Soph. Civils and their
surveying class. Sergeant Golden
has been supervising the rifle squads
of the M.S.I.'s over the varied ter-
rain of the campus. All in all Spring
Fever has become one of the re-
quired subjects for the campusite.
PLEASE DON'T
A new Royal Crown Cola machine
was recently installed in the Book-
store. In the past the students were
in the habit of sitting on the top of
the old machine as they talked. How-
ever, the new dispenser has a sign
on the top which states, "PLEASE
DO NOT SIT ON THE LID." As
the R.C. man was installing the new
dispenser, Frank "Tiny" Denton
walked into the Bookstore. After
reading the sign, Frank just laughed.
When the R.C. man saw the source
of the laugh, one might say that he
cringed.
CHANGE OVER
On April 16, the Dormitory Asso-
ciation adopted a new constitution
and changed its name to Campus
Club. The main feature of the new
organization is an Executive Coun-
cil, which is composed of the four
Campus Club officers, the Chair-
man of Counselors, the President of
the Student Court, and one repre-
sentative from each counselor's sec-
tion. It is believed that this group
will be able to conduct Campus Club
affairs more efficiently than was pos-
sible with the large meetings of the
Dormitory Association. Bill Gaither
deserves a lot of credit for the new
constitution, as he did a major por-
tion of the committee work in draft-
ing it. Throughout his four years
at Rose, Bill has been very active
in dormitory affairs, and much of
the success of campus activities has
been due to his efforts. On April 30,
elections of Campus Club officers
were held. The results are as follows:
President, Tom Clark; Vice Presi-
dent, Paul Lewis; Secretary, Phil
Cella; Treasurer, Dan Maffucci. A
vote of thanks is due the retiring
officers, who are Charles Tolson,
Dick Fisher, Fred Ryker, and Bill
Kuchar. The interior work on the
Men's Residence Hall has been com-
pleted, and the men who were
formerly living in the barracks have
moved into the new dormitory. The
new dorm is quite a contrast to the
old barracks, and the men are find-
ing it a very pleasant place to live.
GUNG HO
Inspections have been the main
theme in the R.O.T.C. drill period-s.
Thus far, we have been inspected
by the Army, Navy, Marine Corps
and the Air Force. The Unit as a
whole marched in the Armed Forces
Day parade on May 19. The M.S.
Ills are looking forward to their six
weeks of summer camp at Fort Leon-





One of the highlights of the social
year was the S.A.M.E. sponsored
Military Ball. A large number of
Rose men, attired in their dress uni-
forms, danced to the music of Bland
Gayer's band. Colonel Liebe, chief
of the Indiana Military District, was
the honored guest. Chosen to reign
over the dance as Honorary Colonel
was Miss Lou Ann Tangeman, a
junior at Indiana University.
CAMPUS CLUB DANCE
The Campus Club held its fourth
dance of the year in the Student
Center. Recorded music was enjoy-
ed by the Rose men and their dates.
This brought to a close the series
of Campus Club sponsored dances
that have helped make the campus
a good place to live. John Jardine,
social chairman, has been responsi-
ble for the excellent dances.
DIG THAT CRAZY ENGINEER!
By John King, jr., e.e.
Each mind is different, of each man
Each has its prime desire
Some minds just play with common
thoughts
While others play with fire.
Your Freshman year, your thoughts
are sound
Life seems so simple now
A date or two throughout the week
No sweat drops off your brow.
The Sophomore's year seems hard
at first
For it's no sweet embrace
But somehow you're in contact still
With normal outer space.
Now come along, don't hold your
breath
But grab a helping hand
Although agreed it's far from earth
It's not the promised land.
Above referred are Juniors bold
On earth for teacher's sake
Tremendous sufferings untold
Each day you near your wake.
Bridged like a tooth in solid jaws
You cannot move nor hear
Your worry's not of failing grades
You're scared you'll fail in shear.
You work with stress and strain
each day
You're in the fourth dimension
The one that Einstein proved, no
doubt
Once there minds give in tension.
Don't turn your head and don't look
back
You might find you're alone
And if you recall proverbs old
"Look back and turn to stone."
So here take heed, for this they
want
And when you've turned to rock
They'll have another specimen
All bottled under lock.
Now actually there are some who
say
That things are not this bad
Beware of men with thoughts like
these
For their outlook is sad.
You might as well look for the worst
You needn't fuss or fret
For when the grades are passed
around
RYA. finishes third in the Rose Relays
The worst is what you'll get.
The days grow short, the nights art.
long,
The books have left their mark
But who are you to give a damn
You're always in the dark!
But then one day you find it's done
And summer's finally here
Your foremost thought, get back to
earth
Is ringing in your ear.
You madly rush into your cell
And grab your "Forty-five"
Then draw a tangent to a square
And soon begin your dive.
Three db down, and going strong
You shove it into gear
And then you finally make the grade,
That tingling in your ear.
At first it's soft, then louder yet
And then a great big "Gong"
You know you're going to be all
right
For now it won't take long.
Cause when you've heard a decibel
Be it on sea or land
It's time you got it in your head
That you have things in hand.
Then just before you land on earth
A grisly form takes shape
Resembling not a thing you knew
But more so like an ape
And upon passing, words are few
But to your ears, some float
And since they're always just the
same
They must deserve a quote.
"Don't smile cause this year's almost
done
For though it has been bad
Just wait till next year, Daddy-o
And then you'll know you're had!!"




By Phil Kennedy, soph., e.e. and John Kassebaum, soph., e.e.
IFR TRANSMITTER
(see frontispiece)
In flight refueling transmitters
with 50 times the capacity of earlier
mass fuel flowmeters are now being
manufactured by General Electric's
Instrument Department.
The new transmitter — dubbed
IFR by the department's laboratory
engineers — is designed to measure
up to 600,000 pounds of fuel per
hour, compared to the 12,000 pounds
per hour performance of earlier
models.
IFR was reveloped for the critical
mass-measurement of fuel being
transferred from tanker planes to
bombers and fighters on long-range
operations. To meet military en-
vironmental specifications the device
had to be fast and reliable, as well
as rugged and light.
The transmitter is mounted in the
fuel line leading to the boom which
extends from the tanker plane dur-
ing the refueling process. Weighing
only 17 pounds, IFR is sturdy en-
ough to operate at pressures up to
480 pounds per square inch.
It will stand up to the shock of
peak flow surges, including reverse
flow — the sucking back of fuel
when the boom is telescoped for re-
traction into the tanker — and per-
form within one per cent accuracy.
FIRST FULL FLUORESCENT
FAMILY
The General Electric Company is
producing five new fluorescent lumi-
naires designed to answer virtually
every urban and highway lighting
need.
The luminaires, being introduced
jointly as "Fluorescent's First Fami-
ly," range in length from two to
seven feet, and light output from
2,700 to 4,000 lumens. The smallest
of the new units uses two two-foot
lamps and is designed for lighting
residential streets. The largest is a
seven-foot, 12-lamp luminaire de-
signed for "whiteway" applications.
Although fluorescent street light-
ing was introduced in this country
by General Electric in 1950, only
one size of luminaire had been avail-
able prior to the "Fluorescent Fami-
ly" development. Mr. Bailey cited
this as the chief reason that fluor-
escent lighting has been restricted
primarily to main streets and "white-
ways."
SUPER STREET LIGHT—The largest luminaire ever built heads a new family of
five fluorescent street lighting units put out by General Electric to answer virtually
every urban and highway need. This fixture has 12 six-foot tubes that generate
64,000 lumens. It was designed to light the nation's widest urban thoroughfares.
Fluorescent tubes cast maximum light with no glare. Cut Courtesy General Electric
Co.
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The largest of the new lumlnaires,
the form 1206S, was introduced late
last year ahead of the remainder
of the "family" in order to provide
what Mr. Bailey called "the most
modern and best-engineered lighting
available" for mid-town Indianapolis,
Indiana. The giant luminaire is the
largest ever made, generating 64,000
lumens compared to the previous
high of 31,000 lumens. It was engi-
neered specifically for use on the
nation's widest urban thoroughfares.
The four-lamp, six-foot Form 406S
generates 21,200 lumens, and is de-
signed for use on main streets and
mid-town business districts. Prior to
the "family" development, all fluor-
escent luminaries were roughly com-
parable in size to this unit.
The Form 306S employs two six-
foot lamps to generate 10,600 lumens.
It has been specially-engineered for
medium business districts, shopping
areas and some primary traffic arter-
ies.
For illuminating secondary busi-
ness and traffic streets, General
Electric has developed the Form
204S, a two-lamp, four-foot unit
which produces 6,600 lumens.
The Form 202S, the "baby" of the
family, employs two two-foot lamps
to generate 2,700 lumens and has
been engineered to meet the import-
ant demands of good residential
street lighting. Mr. Bailey pointed
out the "Form 202S makes it possi-
ble for a community to have the
assets of main street lighting in
residential areas."
The construction of luminaires is
basically the same in all five sizes.
The units are designed for mounting
on a pipe tenon entering through a
slip fitter casting. The pipe termi-
nates in a second casting so arranged
to permit a leveling adjustment of
three degrees. The slip fitter mount-
ing makes it possible for the first
time to position the luminaires out
over the road for improved perform




















The diagram, with a minimum number of reactors, illustrates cyclic
regeneration. Piping arrangement permits the swing reactor to substitute
for any other reactor in the system. High activity of catalyst is maintained
— without interrupting production in the ULTHAFORMI NG process.
HOW TO KEEP $1,000,000 WORTH
OF CATALYST ON THE JOB
When you have a million dollars' worth of
platinum catalyst in a single refinery unit, you
hope you can keep it steadily on the job. That's
too much money to be standing around idle.
Also, you'd like to keep the catalyst working
at high efficiency.
Most catalysts lose activity with use. The
platinum that "reforms" 40-octane gasoline to
100-octane gasoline is no exception. And the
higher the octane number, the faster the cat-
alyst loses activity.
For years activity could be restored only by
taking the catalyst out of the unit and sending
it away for special treatment.To keep from hav-
ing too many of these shutdowns, refiners had
to operate at relatively low octane numbers.
Standard Oil research scientists came up
with a better answer. They developed a new
type of platinum catalyst, and they learned
how to regenerate it repeatedly—while it is
still in the unit. When a swing reactor is pro-
vided, the unit need not even be shut down.
The new process is called ULTRAFORMING.
During a year of ULTRAFORMING atTexas
City, one reactor was regenerated 53 times.
The unit is still producing 100-octane gasoline.
ULTRAFORMING also gives high yields of
by-product hydrogen. The hydrogen can be
used in upgrading other oil products. Or, it
can be reacted with nitrogen from the air to
make ammonia.
ULTRAFORMING is only one of the many
major achievements credited to the scientists
who have made careers at Standard Oil.
Standard Oil Company


















Give her a Corsage
by REMUS
HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP
129 So. 7th St.
Terre Haute, Ind.
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By Max Hippensteel, soph., e.e.
'95 Tuller, Arthur V., e.e., died
April 6 following an illness of
two years. Mr. Tuller was a promin-
ent citizen of Carrier Mills, Ill, and
retired former president of Carrier
Mills Lumber Co. He was active in
civic affairs and contributed much
to the welfare of the Carrier Mills
community. Mr. Tuller was president
of the high school board when the
high school was built and served in
that office for nine years. He was
also president of the grade school
board for a number of years and was
active in Farm Bureau work.
'24 John T. Stone of Erie, Pa., has
been named manager of User
Industries Sales in the Indianapolis
area. The department is a part of
the company's Apparatus Sales Di-
vision, with headquarters in New
York City.
Mr. Stone, a native of Terre Haute,
Indiana, joined General Electric in
Schenectady in July, 1924 on the
Company Test Program and held
positions in design and application
engineering and in commercial sales
until becoming sales engineer in
Cleveland, in August, 1928.
He was responsible for sales of
apparatus to the machine tool and
machinery building industries in
Cleveland for 23 years. In Septem-
ber, 1951, he was appointed mana-
ger of G. E.'s Erie apparatus sales
office, a position he has held until
the present.
'29 Silverstein, Abe, m.e., M.E. '35,
A.E.R.L., Associate Director of
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
a member of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, is now
a member of the staff of Jet Pro-
pulsion. The magazine is the journal
of the Rocket Society and Mr. Silver-
stein's official capacity is as Advisor
on Publication Policy.
'32 Fisher, Hans, ch.e., has been
transferred to NewYork City.
Mr. Fisher was formerly plant man-
ager of the Terre Haute plant of
Commercial Solvents. For the past
year, he has been associated with
the Stirlington, La. plant. In New
York, Mr. Fisher will be assistant
to Ward Jackson, vice president in
charge of petro-chemicals of Com-
mercial Solvents Corporation.
'36 Duenweg, Louis, e.e., has been
transferred to Paris, France,
where he is consultant for the Euro-
pean Productivity Agency. Mr. Du-
enweg is on leave from the Detroit
Edison Co., where he was director
of training services.
'41 Klatte, Albert L., c.e., has
been hired by the city of In-
dianapolis to be chief of the city-
county Health Department's bureau
of environmental sanitation section
of the state Health Board. In his
new city-county job, Mr. Klatte will
inspect and approve private sewage
disposal systems and also direct res-
taurant inspections.
Oct. '43 Shell, Ernest F., m.e., was
recently promoted from
production engineer to administra-
tor of technical recruiting and train-
ing. Mr. Shell is employed by Gen-
eral Electric and is still located at
the Appliance Park in Louisville,
Ky.
July '44 Thompson, Robert, m.e.,
has recently joined the
staff of General Electric's Shelby-
ville, Ind. plant as a manufacturing
engineer in the industrial heating
division. Mr. Thompson was former-
ly a production engineer with the
contract division of P. R. Mallory &
Co.
'51 McCormic, Francis L., c.e., has
also been promoted. Mr. Mc-
Cormic was senior assistant civil
engineer with the city of Detroit's
department of water supply, but is
now associate civil engineer with the
same department.
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ENGINEERS...
LOOK TEN YEARS AHEAD!
A Douglas engineer lives here
Will your income and location
allow you to live in a home
like this...spend your
leisure time like this?
They can ...if you start your
care
Take that ten year ahead look. There's
a fine career opportunity in the engi-
neering field you like best waiting for
you at Douglas.
And what about the Douglas Aircraft
Company? It's the biggest, most suc-
cessful, most stable unit in one of the
fastest growing industries in the world.
It has giant military contracts involv-
ing some of the most exciting projects
ever conceived ... yet its commercial
business is greater than that of any
other aviation company.
The Douglas Company's size and
variety mean that you'll be in the
work you like best — side by side with
•
MAY, 1956
er now at Douglas!
the men who have engineered the finest
aircraft and missiles on the American
scene today. And you'll have every
prospect that ten years from now you'll
be where you want to be career-wise,
money-wise and location-wise.
Brochures and employment applications are
available at your college placement office
For further information about opportunities
with Douglas at Santa Monica, El Segundo and
Long Beach, California and Tulsa, Oklahoma,
write today to:
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.






is a great teacher
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster
Order your books through
Rose Polytechnic
1fT1 Store
"When You Say It With Flowers









(Continued from Page 14)
lightfully casual, might prove a bit
fragmentary.
Turning from the article's use of
inference, one comes to its use of a
second type of slanting, that having
to do with connotation, or the "kad-
ed" word. This device occurs when
a writer refers to a piece of meat
as either et mignon" or "dead
cow," depending upon which way he
wants to slant. The most glaring
example of this type of slanting in
the article in question is the word
cu/ture as it is used in the next to
last paragraph. To almost everybody
nowadays, "culture" has become as
repulsive a term as "dead cow";
whatever it thuches it degrades. Re-
gardless of what its dictknary defi-
nition may 'be, its informal, generally
accepted meaning has acquired the
associations of snobbery and "snow-
manship of learning something
solely to impress others. The ar-
ticle's use of "culture" in this de-
rogatory sense is clearly indicated
Sy its statement, "Is it possible to
become 'cultured' by attending
Engliomic
It seems worth-while to dwell a
bit on the implications of this par-
ticular loaded word, for it typifies
the misunderstanding shared by
many as to the actual aims and pur-
poses of the humaes at Rose. Un-
like the article suggests, those who
teach humanities do not regard them
as "culture" courses to round off the
edges of uncouth engineers. Neither
do the humanities teachers regard
their courses as divorced from the
engineering ones; the article sug-
gests that a wide gulf separates the
two groups of courses, but most of
its anxieties are centered around
that bugaboo "culture," which ac-
tually amounts to no more than a
fictitiS us straw man — nice to knock
over and stomp on but not really
there.
Several illustrations will clarify
and substantiate this conclusion. For
one thing, in the freshman humani-
ties course, the student, even before
he takes up such basic elements in
writing as paragraphing and sen-
tence structure, is given assignments
in observing, abstracting, and gener-
alizing; that is, he is shown how to
come up with something worth writ-
ing about before he is handed the
problem of coherently and concisely
communicating whatever ideas he
may have. Here there appears to be
a definite and useful relationship be-
tween the humanities and engineer-
ing courses.
A second and final point th be
made is that the humaes courses
at Rose, while in many ways com-
plementing and parallelling the engi-
neering ones, are not devoted ex-
clusively to developing engineers.
For instance, they also aspire 555o-
duce men informed about and inter-
ested in the society in which they
live. Towards this end, all freshmen
must write a term paper on a con- .
temporary social problem (anything
from "Unrest in Algeria" th "The
Terre Haute Youth Center"), get-.
ting the bulk of their information
frS m current perkdicals in our li-
brary. This research and the task
of organizing and stating its results
in a coherent manner require a con-
siderable amount of intellectual dis-
cipline and perseverance.
These aims of the humanities
are continued and expanded in the
upper-class courses. Thus, in History
the student views society from the
standpoint of time, examining the
influences and events that have cul-
minated in and accounted for his
own country and era in Economics he
views society from the standpoint
of finance, thereby preparing 
self for the business world he is
about th enter; in Psychology he
studies the principles underlying
human behavior, hence acquiring a
greater potential or understanding
his fellow men; and in Literature,
instead of learning to "boast about
reading a respectable book now and
then," he is encouraged th discuss
candidly any work assigned and
thereby develop his critical insight
and intellectual initiative.
One feels justified in concluding,
therefore, that the charges and in-
ferences made by last month's article
are unwarranted; the humanities
cI urses are not expendable.
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At David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N. J., RCA tests one of loudspeakers used in new high fidelity "V ietrola" phonographs.
RCA creates a new kind of high fidelity
in the silence of this room
In this room you can hear a pin
drop. The jagged walls absorb alien
noise so that delicate instruments
can make sure reproduced sound
matches the original as closely as
possible.
Thus a new kind of high fidelity
is born—and brought to you for the
first time in new RCA Victor Ortho-
phonic "Victrola" phonographs.
Listen! Here is distortion-free per-
s
formance through the range of
audible sound. Here is more music
than you've ever heard before. Here
is the ultimate in high fidelity.
The skill behind new Orthophonic
"Victrolas" is inherent in all RCA
products and services. And continu-
ally, RCA scientists strive to open
new frontiers of "Electronics for
Living"—electronics that make life
happier, easier, safer.




RCA offers careers in re-
search, development, design,
and manufacturing for
engineers with Bachelor or
advanced degrees in E. E.,
M. E: or Physics. For full















Bring refreshment into play
have a Coke
"tek•- .1 0 mgrthind 0.44,14
SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA•COLA 
COMPANY ST
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
924 Lafayette Ave. Terre Haute, Ind.
For Garage, Factory or
Warehouse
Wood or Steel
Manual or Electric Operated
Radio Controls
Overhead Door Co., Inc.











(Continued from Page 13)
MISC.
10 poles equipped with
automatic leg lifters $ 250.00
1 Box cereal for box top $ .17
2 Dick Tracy 2 way
radios $ 16.98
fee for Jimmy the Janitor




(557 t.) $ 39.83
2 poles . . . 96 ft. 6.318
inches  $ 97.84.8
1 1 .2 dozen balloons   $ 0.45
Total $ 138.22.8
OTHER EXPENSES
bill from S.P.C.A. for
killing 6 pigeons dur-
ing the flight $ 100.00
patent rights for Gravity
Filter $ 321.80
suckers for the crew ._ $ .09
rent for pledges boat $ .01
Total $ 402.90
INCOME
RIDE TO NEW SITE
169 first class passengers
@$1.50 $ 253.50
2300 second class pass-
engers and 800 chil-
dren @ $.50 per sq. ft. $ 750.00
1000 normal adults @
$.75 per 2 sq. ft. $ 750.00
500 fat adults @ $1.00
per 3 sf. ft. $ 500.00
500 tourist class @ $.25
each $ 125.00
1500 cokes @ $.10 each $ 150.00
999 bags popcorn @ $.10 $ 99.90
Total  $2278.40
BOAT RIDE TO SHORE
(2969-57 girls who didn't
pay) @ $.10  $ 291.20



















To save a life
Portable packages of electricity help make our lives safer and more enjoyable
THE BRIGHT BEAM of a flashlight in the hands of an
airman down at sea . . . the untold comfort of an almost
invisible hearing aid . . . the pleasure of listening to
your favorite music over a portable radio.
THESE INGENIOUS DEVICES have one thing in com-
mon—they all get their electric power from dry-cell bat-
teries. Each day millions of us depend on these porta-
ble packages of power for greater safety, comfort, and
pleasure.
LARGE BATTERIES furnish power for signalling and
communications systems. Hearing aid batteries are now
so tiny that they can hide under a dime. Other dry-cells
supply power to everything from toys to Geiger counters.
OVER 60 YEARS AGO, the people of Union Carbide
produced the first commercial dry-cell. From this be-
ginning, they developed the great variety of EVEREADY
batteries that now serve dependably in so many appli-
cations.
SCIENTISTS of Union Carbide are constantly work-
ing on new, improved methods of producing packaged
power. Their goal is to make dry-cell batteries do even
more work for all of us.
STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career
opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS,CARBONS,CHEM1CALS,
GASES, and PLASTICS. Write for "Products and Processes" booklet.
UNION CARBIDE
AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 EAST 42ND STREET NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, Toronto
UCCs Trade-marked Products include 




(Continued from Page 16)
their appreciation to Mr. and Mrs.
Zader, Mr. and Mrs. Bennett and
to Professor Schmidt who graciously
acted as chaperones at the house
parties.
Congratulations to the following
new officers of Sigma Nu. Those
elected were: Gil Kovener, Com-
mander; Dick Hirst, Lt. Command-
er; George South, Recorder; Jack
Gaughan, Treasurer; Bob McBride,
Reporter; Dave Moeller, Chaplain;
Phil Boller, Alumni Contact Officer;
Louis LaPosa, Asst. Treasurer; Dick
Irey, Marshall; John Crisp, Sentinel;
and Tom Clark, Historian.
Our softball record is not the best,
but we are improving all the time
and have high hopes for the future.
Congratulations go to Brother Freers
who pinned Miss Pat Nemeth.
Bob McBride
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Theta Kappa was honored to have
traveling secretary S. George Dirg-
halli spend a few days with us in
April. While visiting our chapter
Secretary Dirghalli made many
helpful suggestions toward the more
efficient running of the fraternity.
We hope he can be back with us
again next year.
One of our junior electricals, Paul
Lewis, was recently awarded the
General Electric Award for the out-
standing junior electrical student.
This award was in the form of a
scholarship to be used toward next
year's schooling. Congratulations to
you, Paul, for being indeed an out-
standing person and student.
The Lambda Chi "sluggers" took
undisputed first place in the I.F. soft-
ball league with a 10 to 1 victory
over Theta Xi. Blythe was the win-
ning pitcher this time. He gave up
very few hits and only four walks.
A homerun by Frank Molinaro was
the big blow for the Lambda Chis,










We here at Lambda Chi are
proud to announce that Don Simp-
son got his second hit of the year
for the varsity baseball team. Don's
hit drove in the winning run in the
team's third victory.
Initiation of the pledges was held
the weekend of May 12th. Preceed-
ing the initiation, the pledges had a
silent supper and by Sunday evening
were proudly wearing their big bro-
ther's badge. We welcome all our
new actives to the bond of Lambda
Chi.
One of our seniors lost his pin last
month. Dudley Binford pinned Miss
June Ramey of Newcastle, Indiana.
Congratulations Dud.
This will be the last issue of fra-
ternity notes for the following Lamb-
da Chi seniors: John Chinn, Walt
Johanningsmeier, Dudley Binford,
Nathan Ritchie, Noble Norton, Ralph
Lockhart, Bob Young, and Terry
Vanover. We will all miss these men
and hope their places will be filled
by our new actives.
John Bizal
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Marquardt, the leader in super-
sonic propulsion, has inaugurated
a program of Individual Profes-
sional Development for its engi-
neers. You can help us maintain
this leadership for the future of
supersonic propulsion.
I. P. D. gives our engineers a
chance to advance to their maxi-
mum potential in their present
fields...and those beyond ... in a
climate of continuing profes-
sional growth from in-plant
courses and more than fifty cur-
rent courses in Southern Califor-
nia's leading universities. New
courses are constantly being
added.
I. P.D. differs in its concept and
objectives from ordinary com-
pany training programs in that it
gives each engineer an opportu-
nity to grow and plan his devel-
opment toward his own goal
and at his own pace rather than
having to follow a rigid pre-
determined pattern.
I.P.D. is part of an overall expan-
sion program which anticipates a
two-fold increase in personnel
during the current year. This
increase represents many addi-
tional engineering opportunities.
You can become a leader in super-









ALL-PURPOSE HYDRAULIC ROTARY DRILLS
PROSPECTING, CORING, AND BLAST HOLE
DRILLING
10 • 20 • 30 FOOT STROKE
Whatever your drilling needs, Reich high-speed rotary drills are
specially designed to accomplish your job quickly, efficiently and
economically Engineered by experts, Reich drills yield greater output
—at lower operating costs. Discover for yourself the plus features that
make Reich your best buy. Write for complete information.
REICH 
BROTHERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
1439 Ash Street - Terre Haute, Indiana
Designers and Builders of Mine, Hydraulic and Special Machinery
Distributors:
Machinery, Inc., Charleston, W. Va.
Western Machinery, San Francisco
Frank Swabb, Hazelton, Pa.
0. B. Gill Rotary Equip., Lebanon, Pa.
Ray-Gordon Limited, Toronto
Reichdrill Lmdt., Overseas Distributors
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Woodridge Motor Court
ON U.S. 40 — 11/4 MILE
WEST OF ROSE POLY
PHONE C-1808
Terre Haute, Indiana





"Flowers for All Occasions"
Wanted: SCIENTISTS
64 
4 4 4 In the United States, for the first time,
science is in danger. We are not producing the scientists
that the challenge of the future demands."
The Age of Science, from its birth, has been an age of challenge. As we have met and answeredthat challenge, our lives have changed and prospered. Greater change—greater comfort, greater well-being, greater living—lies still ahead beyond the challenge of the future. But in the United States, forthe first time science is in danger. We are not producing the scientists that this challenge of thefuture demands.
In the five years since 1950 science and engineering graduates of our American colleges has droppedmore than 50 per cent. The number of qualified science teachers in our high schools has declined evenmore, and nearly one-fourth of our high schools offer neither physics, chemistry, or geometry. Theseare the statistics of our failure.
These facts lead to a disquieting estimate: by 1960, the fifteenth year of the atomic age and thesecond decade of antibiotics, the United States will be short 100,000 scientists and engineers.
Somewhere in the schools of America is the young student who may within his intellectual grasphold the ability to assimilate the information that precedes him and to find the cure for cancer. Andeverywhere in the schools of America are the might-be atomic scientists who will dictate to what extentAmerica will advance the Scientific Age.
Our deeply sincere congratulations go to you, who as engineering students are accepting the chal-lenge to help to make a better future. It is in the plans you build and the ambitions you shape that theproblems facing us will be resolved.














140 North 6th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
MANHATTAN ISLAND'S NEW GIANT
(Continued from
pumps; while on the eighth floor, air
fans used for the first fourteen floors
and electrostatic filters are installed.
Air fans are also located in the pent-
house to supply the remaining floors.
Vertical ducts carry the air at
high pressure and high velocity to
each floor. On each floor it is sent
to a damper and acoustic box in each
bay where it is reconditioned. Then
it is released through ceiling dif-
fusers in the rooms. To aid this sys-
tem, each bay on the exterior of
the building has air induction units
located under two or three windows.
These units draw air from the rooms,
recondition it, mix it with previously
conditioned air, and then reventi-
late the rooms. This system is used
for both hot and cold air.
THE ELEVATORS AND THE
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
This building's electrical system
has departed from conventional
practice and become much more eco-
nomical. Most commercial buildings
in New York City receive and use
120/208 volt electricity, but the So-
cony Mobil Building receives electri-
cal power at 69,000 volts and steps
it down to 460/265 volts. The mone-
tary saving comes from the fact that
with higher voltage a much smaller
and less expensive wire may be
used. This is true because higher
voltage means lower amperage with
the same supply of power. Since
amperage governs the conductor
size, the wiring is much cheaper.
Besides this present change, many
special circuits have been installed;
some are to be used now and some
are in anticipation of future needs.
The Otis Elevator Company is re-
sponsible for the installation of
thirty-two passenger and three
freight elevators besides two esca-
lators at a total cost of $3,500,000.
The elevator-control system is called
Autotronic since it is both automatic
and electronic. These elevators will
be operated by buttons pushed by
the passengers themselves and will
Page 11)
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be controlled by a control box cram-
med with wire, computer mechan-
isms, and solenoids. All this control
equipment is necessary because it
is very important that all elevators
tie at certain places at certain times.
"For example, there are now four
rush hours in a skyscraper's day:
morning arrival, coffee break, lunch,
and five o'clock." If enough elevators
are not available at these times,
some people will be late. The Gal-
breath Corporation, owners of the
Socony Mobil Building, expect to
have 7,000 people come pounding
into the lobby between 8: 50 and 9:00
o'clock in the morning. Also, it has
been found that the average New
Yorker waits only seventeen sec-
onds before pushing the button a
second time and only thirty sec-
onds to announce that the service
is rotten. Thus it is hoped that two
elevators — one up and one down —
will pass each floor on an average
of every thirty seconds. This can
probably be accomplished since the
elevators will be traveling between
500 and 1,200 feet per minute.








Today's powerful turbo-jet and turbo-prop engines
are a far cry from the aircraft engines of a mere 10
years ago.
But we've hardly scratched the surface. We're still
pioneering.
Sure, the sound barrier's been cracked. But, who
knows, perhaps in the next 10 years we'll be flying at
speeds 2 or 3 times the speed of sound. Newer, more
complex, more powerful engines ARE in the offing.
There'll be new fields to conquer. For instance, the
thermal barrier!
Allison, a pioneer in the design, development and
production of aircraft engines, now is working on
advanced design turbine engines to meet future re-
quirements . . . whatever they might be. Proven fea-
tures of engines like the Allison J71 and T56 may be
adapted to the engines of tomorrow. Allison engines
of the future will be backed up with worlds of ex-
perience gained in the development and production
of its first 100,000 aircraft engines.
Now, Allison is in the midst of a $75 million ex-
pansion program in engineering research and de-
velopment facilities. Completion of the program will
give Allison one of the world's most complete, best-
equipped, centers for the development of new, high
performance turbo-prop and turbo-jet aircraft en-
gines. This opens new and unlimited opportunities
for young graduate engineers, for the program—
financed by General Motors—creates an immediate
need for a 40% increase in engineers.
* * *
Want to know more about YOUR career oppor-
tunities at Allison? Why not arrange now for an
interview with our representative on your campus. Or,
write for information about the challenging work
awaiting you at Allison: Engineering College Con-
tact, Allison Division, General Motors Corporation,
Indianapolis 6, Indiana.
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World's largest outdoor turbine plant, producing
electricity for Atomic Energy Works at Paducah,
Kentucky . . .
Giant eye of the Mt. Palomar telescope through
which man sees farther into space than ever before ...
World's most completely automated plant, manu-
facturing automobile engines .
First successful diamond-making machine .
One of every six industrial wheels turning in the
free world—more than half the big turbines (5000
kilowatts and over) . . .
All have one thing in common—SOCONY MOBIL'S
master touch in lubrication.
Good reason! Men who depend on machinery de-
pend on SOCONY MOBIL, as a partner in its protection.
Wherever there's progress in motion—in your car,
your factory, your farm or your home—you, too,
can look to the leader for lubrication.
SOCONY MOBIL OIL COMPANY, INC.
LEADER IN LUBRICATION FOR NEARLY A CENTURY
Affiliates: General Petroleum Corporation, Magnolia Petroleum Company
Mobil Overseas Oil Company and Mobil Producing Company






Peter J. Meshkoff joined Du Pont at the Jackson
Laboratory in 1941, after obtaining a B.S.Ch.E. from
the University of Detroit and an M.S. from the Uni-
versity of Michigan. He has had a wide range of Du Pont
experience, from chemist in the Dye Works to chief
supervisor and works engineer at several plants, with
many opportunities to observe Du Pont personnel
policies. Today Pete Meshkoff is works engineer at
Du Pont's new Film Plant at Circleville, Ohio.
WANT TO KNOW MORE about the
oppurlimities for growth touched on by
Pete Meshkoff? Send for a free copy of
"The Du Pont Company and the College
Graduate," which discusses many of the
employment policies and activities of
DuPont in detail. Write to E. I . du Pont de
Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
REG. U.S. PAT.
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING.. . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
WATCH "Dli PONT CAVALCALa; THLATElt" ON TV
Herschel H. Loomis, Jr., will receive his B.S. degree in electrical
engineering from Cornell University June 1957. Herschel is a member
of the freshman and varsity rifle teams, an associate member of Octa-
gon, a dramatic group, and belongs to Theta Chi Fraternity. Like
many other students, he's making employment plans early.
Peter Meshkoff answers: 
Your question is a natural one, Herschel—one we hear
quite often. Du Pont is unquestionably a large company
in total number of employees and in all its operations.
But, actually, Du Pont is made up of ten independent
departments, almost as if it were ten companies under
one management. And it is a fundamental policy at
Du Pont to promote from within and on merit only.
That produces many opportunities for new men, but
in addition there are proportionately more promotions
at Du Pont each year—by reason of expansion and re-
tirement—than you would find in most smaller com-
panies. I say "proportionately more" because Du Pont
has grown at an average rate of seven per cent a year for
the past 153 years—a record that few companies can
match.
And Du Pont is still growing rapidly. Take your field,
electrical engineering. A host of novel and challenging
problems have to be faced, both in new construction and
in maintenance. There are plants to design with features
that have never been applied before; there are new
equipment-control problems to work out, and new engi-
neering processes to pioneer. So, to answer your question
in a word, Herschel, I'd say your chances of promotion




Stolen by Don Grantham, soph., e.e. and Tom Reese, soph., c.e.
Dedicated to: Dean Bob Strum
0, Engineers, with hairy ears
Designing dams and ditches
Controlling floods and blowing suds
And never reaching riches
When you want fun your tastes
Don't run to graphs and
mathematics.
But to the "pub" and "clover club"
And ball-room acrobatics
You make surveys of water-ways
And plan for irrigation
But H20 to gin that's sloe
You add in moderation
With stress and strain you
ascertain
The ways to make frames rigid
Then spend the night 'til broad
daylight
In making dames less frigid.
Engineers have hairy ears
I find them most endearing
But awfully odd, because by God
They don't like engineering!
A patient at a mental hospital
who had been certified cured was
saying good-bye to the head psy-
chiatrist.
"And what are you going to do
when you get out in the world?"
asked the doctor.
"Well, I may go back to R.P.I.
and finish my chemical engineer-
ing course. Then, I like the Army,
so I may enlist again."
He paused a moment and thought.
"Then, again, I may be a tea-
kettle."
A professor is a man whose job
it is to tell students how to solve
problems of life which he himself
has tried to avoid by becoming a
professor.
Ernie: "I wish I had a nickel
for every girl I've kissed."
Gink : "What would you do? Buy
a pack of gum?"
He (in car, to sweet young
thing) : "Pardon me, but . . .
er ...?"
Sweet young thing: "No, you've
never met me before at Palm Beach,
Newport, or Atlantic City. I wasn't
on the Pullman car or the New
York Central last Tuesday. I know
I'm good looking and I'm not bash-
ful. I'm not going your way, and
I wouldn't ride with you on a bet.
I didn't go to school with you;
I'm waiting for a streetcar; I don't
want a light; and I know plenty
of college boys. Furthermore I have
a fiance who weighs 220 pounds.
Now, were you going to say some-
thing?"
He (still in car): "Yes dammit.
You're losing your underwear."
Give me a drink of wine or gin
Or even a glass of beer;
It's not as soft as a woman's lips
But a damn sight more sincere.
The girl on the bus was reading
an article on birth and death sta-
tistics. Suddenly she turned to a
scholarly looking gentleman sitting
beside her and said, "Do you know
that every time I breathe, a man
dies-"
"Very interesting," the man re-
turned. "By the way, have you
ever tried Sen-Sen?"
It isn't age that makes engi-
neers sensible, it's lack of strength
for raising hell.
Believe it or not: Adam and Eve
invented the loose leaf system.
Scientist: "What well developed
arms you have !"
Cute Coed: "Yes, I play tennis."
Scientist. "You ride horseback,
too, don't you ?"
"We had to shoot our dog yester-
day.*
"Was he mad?"
"Well, he wasn't exactly pleased
about it."
As one old engineer put it: "The
old narrow trails where two cars
could barely pass without colliding
are happily being replaced by six
or eight lane highways where six
or more can collide at one time."
Two drunks wandered onto a
railroad trestle one dark night.
First drunk: "Boy! Thish is a
long flight of stairs."
Second drunk: "I don't mind that
so much, but I'm having a helluva
time getting used to this low hand
rail."
"I hear you've been to a school
for stuttering. Did it cure you ?"
"Peter Piper picked a peck of
pickled peppers."
"Why, that's wonderful."
"Yes, but it's h-h-hard to work
into an ordinary c-c-onversation."
H.A.M.: "Well, is the theory clear
to you now?"
Skid: "Yeah, just as though it
had been translated into Hindu-
stani by Gertrude Stein and read
to me by a tobacco auctioneer."
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To create in steel the flowing lines of today's cars, calls for metal of particular forming qualities.
Sleek styling starts with special steel:
Photography tarns then/Ai-helps produce A
Fenders, hoods, roofs and side panels
call for best quality steel—and the
watchful eye of photography guards
specifications and controls that quality.
Car designers' dreams come true only if steel forms
well under the pressure of deep drawing opera-
tions. That takes a particularly high quality steel.
Great Lakes Steel Corporation, Detroit, Mich.,
unit of National Steel Corporation, makes this
steel for the automobile industry. And to make
sure of its high quality they use photography.
For example, during production, spectrograms
show chemical make-up—insure the proper minute
quantities of alloying elements, and photomicro-
graphs reveal crystalline structure.
Controlling quality is but one of the many ways
photography works for modern industry. In small
businesses and large it is aiding product design,
simplifying production, creating sales and expe-
diting office routine.
4211116.
At Great Lakes Steel a spectrogram is readied for reading in
the densitometer —one of the tests that assure quality steel.
Behind the many photographic products be-
coming increasingly valuable today and those
being planned for tomorrow lie intriguing and
challenging opportunities at Kodak in research,
design and production.
If you are interested in these opportunities in
science and engineering—whether you are a recent
graduate or a qualified returning serviceman, write
to the Business and Technical Personnel Dept.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
GE Development Engineering offers you
careers with unlimited professional growth
In G.E.'s new Turbine Product Development Lab in
Schenectady, Ed Freiburghouse, RPI '44, describes
development engineering to students Bob Parker, Missis-
sippi State '56, and Don Williams, Yale '55. Ed explains
the extensive development of new bucket designs for steam
turbines which lead the way to increased efficiency and
operating economy.
Similar product development is being done in G.E.'s 132
plants in 101 cities and 24 states, offering you opportunity
for professional development in many engineering channels,
working with the more than 200,000 products G.E. makes
for industry, the home, and defense.
The G-E Engineering and Science Programs train you
in the field of engineering most suited to your interests and
aptitudes, such as development, design, or the laboratory.
956 1 A
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I MAIL COUPON FOR CAREER INFORMATION
MR. W. S. HILL
ENGINEERING PERSONNEL
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
SCHENECTADY 5, N. Y.
Please send me your descriptive bulletin, ENS-P-5, on the
G-E Engineering and Science Program.
NAME +ID
DEGREE
COLLEGE ......... ..........& YEAR 
GENERAL ELECTRIC
ADDRESS .................. ...........
